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We demonstrate a simple, all-optical technique to prepare and determine the desired internal quantum states
in multi-Zeeman-sublevel atoms. By choosing appropriate coupling and pumping laser beams, atoms can be
easily prepared in a desired Zeeman sublevel with high purity or in any chosen ground-state population
distributions �spin-polarized quantum-state engineering�. The population distributions or state purities of such
prepared atomic states can be determined by using a weak, circularly polarized probe beam due to differences
in transition strengths among different Zeeman sublevels. This technique will have potential impact on
quantum-information processing in multilevel atomic systems.
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Preparing atoms into one specified internal quantum state
and determining the population distribution in multi-
Zeeman-sublevel atomic systems are very important in
studying atom-field interactions, especially interesting
schemes for quantum-information processing �QIP� such as
light storage �1�, quantum phase gate �2–5�, and entangle-
ment between atomic assemble and photons �6� or between a
single trapped ion and a single photon �7�. Demonstrations of
these effects require more than two atomic energy levels and
a well-defined initial internal quantum state for the atoms,
which cannot be accomplished by simple optical pumping as
in the case for a two-level atomic system. Although in most
cases interesting effects can be experimentally demonstrated
by simply considering degenerate Zeeman levels, so no spe-
cific ground-state population preparations are needed �as in
the cases of electromagnetically induced transparency �EIT�
�8–10� and photon storage �11,12��, there are many effects
that demand better quantum-state preparation and determina-
tion in the multi-Zeeman-sublevel atomic systems. For ex-
ample, in order to demonstrate a quantum phase gate in mul-
tilevel atomic systems, such as the five-level M-type �3� and
five-level combined M and tripod-type �5� systems, initial
ground-state populations have to be prepared in specific Zee-
man sublevels. Another example is the synthesis of arbitrary
quantum states with atoms �13�. Several techniques were de-
veloped previously to prepare and determine the ground-state
populations in multi-Zeeman-level atomic systems by using
a magnetic field �14–17� or microwave field �18–20�, or
light-induced momentum transfer �21,22�. These experi-
ments were all done in atomic beams or in atomic vapor
cells, and they are too cumbersome to be used for QIP ex-
periments, especially since they are strong measurements
which erase the prepared original quantum state �23�. More
importantly, most of these techniques cannot be used for cold
atoms trapped by a magneto-optical trap �MOT�, in which
the magnetic field has to be near zero at the center and it
could be difficult to apply a strong microwave field. Refer-
ence �23� demonstrated a method to estimate the prepared

quantum state in cold atoms with weak measurement by
probing the Lamor procession and Wigner function recon-
struction, which is an indirect way with complicated data
processing. Since many recent experiments on QIP were
done in cold atoms in a MOT �such as �6,11,12��, it is nec-
essary to develop a new technique that can prepare and di-
rectly determine the spin-polarized states in multi-Zeeman-
level systems without employing a magnetic field or
microwave field, and without destroying the prepared spin-
polarization states in the measurements.

In this Rapid Communication, we present a simple proce-
dure to prepare any desired internal quantum states at various
Zeeman sublevels, and more importantly, we demonstrate an
all-optical technique to determine the ground-state popula-
tion distributions simply by applying a weak, circularly po-
larized probe laser beam. The preparation of a desired quan-
tum state is achieved by combining optical pumping from
two polarized laser beams. The basic mechanism for detect-
ing and determining the prepared internal quantum state is to
make use of the differences in transition strengths among
different Zeeman sublevels �different Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients�, as shown in Fig. 1�b�, and the changes in the cor-
responding multi-dark-state resonances �MDSR� �as shown
in Fig. 1�c�� �24�. By combining the measured probe spec-
trum with the theoretical calculation, one can easily deter-
mine the ground-state population distribution and the purity
of the prepared quantum state with high precision. This tech-
nique of determining the prepared spin-polarized states has
several advantages over the previously demonstrated ones
since it is all-optical with direct measurement and fast re-
sponse, and it does not destroy the prepared spin-polarized
states, which is ideal for QIP experiments using cold atoms
in a MOT.

The experiment was performed with the D1 line of 87Rb
atoms, as shown in Fig. 1�b�, in a vapor cell magneto-optical
trap �MOT� which is the same as in Ref. �24�. A strong
coupling beam with linear polarization in the z direction �as
shown in Fig. 1�a�� propagates along the x axis through the
cold atoms while a weak, left-circularly polarized probe
beam propagates along the z axis through the atoms. The
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0.5 mm, respectively. A uniform, weak magnetic field of
about 150 mG in the z direction is applied at the location of
the cold atoms. During the experiment, the on-off sequence
of the trapping, repumping, coupling, and probe beams is
controlled by four acousto-optical modulators. The coupling
beam is switched on at the same time as the MOT is turned
off, 0.1 ms later, the probe beam is turned on.

As shown in Fig. 1�b�, a linearly polarized coupling beam
Ec �frequency �c� drives transition 5S1/2, F=2 to 5P1/2,
F�=2, and a left-circularly polarized probe beam Ep �fre-
quency �p� scans through the transition 5S1/2, F=1 to 5P1/2,
F�=2. The probe field �p2 �connecting states �a−1� and �c−2��
and the coupling field �c2 �connecting states �b−2� and �c−2��
form an EIT system, which has an EIT window much
broader than the EIT window formed by the probe field �p1
�connecting states �a0� and �c−1�� and the coupling field �c1
�connecting states �b−1� and �c−1�� since �c2=2�c1 �24�.
Since the transition strength between states �b0� and �c0� is
zero, the probe field �p0 �connecting states �a+1� and �c0��
has a simple absorption peak. Here, �p0, �p1, and �p2 are
Rabi frequencies for the same probe laser beam Ep corre-
sponding to different transitions and similarly, �c1 and �c2
are the Rabi frequencies for the same coupling field Ec cor-
responding to different transitions. When the probe beam
scans through the transition from 5S1/2, F=1 to 5P1/2,
F�=2, one observes the multiple EIT peaks �or MDSR�, as
shown in Fig. 1�c� �24�.

The susceptibilities of the probe field coupling the states
�a−1�→ �c−2�, �a0�→ �c−1�, and �a+1�→ �c0� are

�a−1c−2
= − Pa−1

NF1�a−1c−2
��a−1c−2

�2/���0�p2� ,

�a0c−1
= − Pa0

NF1�a0c−1
��a0c−1

�2/���0�p1� ,

and

�a+1c0
= − Pa+1

NF1�a+1c0
��a+1c0

�2/���0�p0� ,

respectively, where Pa−1
, Pa0

, and Pa+1
are the populations of

the ground states �a−1�, �a0�, and �a+1�, respectively. NF1 is
the total density of atoms staying in the energy levels of
5S1/2, F=1. �a−1c−2

, �a0c−1
, and �a+1c0

are the dipole moments
for �a−1�→ �c−2�, �a0�→ �c−1�, and �a+1�→ �c0� transitions,
respectively. The density-matrix elements �a−1c−2

, �a0c−1
, and

�a+1c0
can be calculated by solving the density-matrix

equations involving all Zeeman sublevels in the system �25�.
The total probe field susceptibility is given by �=�a−1,c−2
+�a0,c−1

+�a+1,c0
. The probe transmissivity T is given by

T = exp�− �pIm���l/c� , �1�

where l is the diameter of cold atoms and c is the light speed
in vacuum. By fitting numerically the calculated curve �dot-
ted line� from Eq. �1� to the measured MDSR signal �solid
line�, as shown in Fig. 1�c�, we can determine the population
distributions in the Zeeman sublevels m=−1, 0, +1 of the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Experimental setup. �b� Relevant
atomic energy levels interacting with the probe �dotted lines� and
coupling �solid lines� laser beams. �c� Transmission spectrum of the
probe beam. The solid line is the experimental result and the dotted
line is the theoretical fitting curve corresponding to Pa−1

=32%,
Pa0

=36%, Pa+1
=32%, and NF1=1.2�1011 cm−3. Other parameters

are �c2=78 MHz, �p2=1 MHz, l=2 mm, 	ab=2 MHz, and
	ac=4 MHz �	ab and 	ac include the laser linewidths�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Different polarized pumping beam
schemes. �a1�–�a3� Experimental setups for different laser beam
propagation and polarization directions. �b1�–�b3� Relevant atomic
energy levels with interacting laser beams. Solid �red� lines are
coupling fields; dotted �blue� lines are probe fields, and dashed
�green� lines are pumping fields.
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5S1/2, F=1 level to be Pa−1
=32%, Pa0

=36%, Pa+1
=32%.

To prepare atoms into a well-specified spin-polarized
state, a polarized pumping beam Eb is added, which is on
resonance with the transition from 5S1/2, F=1 to 5P1/2,
F�=1 and propagates through the cold atoms with a small
angle �about 2°� relative to the probe beam in the same plane
�as shown in Figs. 2�a1� and 2�a2� �. The power of the pump-
ing beam is set at 13.6 mW with a diameter of �2 mm
�which overlaps with the coupling and probe beams at the
cold atomic cloud�. The experimental procedure is the same
as the one discussed above by switching on the coupling
beam and this pumping beam at the same time as we turn off
the MOT.

When the pumping beam is left-circularly polarized, as
shown in Figs. 2�a1� and 2�b1� , all the ground-state popula-
tions in 5S1/2, F=1 are prepared in the �a−1� state. In this
case, when the weak, left-circularly polarized probe beam
scans through the transition, only one simple EIT curve �re-
lated to the energy levels �a−1�, �c−2�, and �b−2�� is observed
�Fig. 3�a��. The two absorption peaks correspond to the
dressed-state absorption due to the coupling field �c2. The
clean double-peak structure is a good indication that atoms
are mostly prepared in the �a−1� state. Similarly, when the
pumping beam is right-circularly polarized, as shown in
Figs. 2�a2� and 2�b2� , all the ground-state populations in
5S1/2, F=1 are prepared in the �a+1� state. In this case, since
no coupling occurs between states �b0� and �c0�, no EIT sys-
tem can be formed and only a single absorption peak is ob-
served �Fig. 3�b��. As the pumping beam is changed to be

linearly polarized and propagates through cold atoms along
the x direction, as shown in Figs. 2�a3� and 2�b3� , all the
ground-state populations in 5S1/2, F=1 are prepared in the
�a0� state. Notice that the transition strength between states
5S1/2, F=1, m=0 and 5P1/2, F�=1, m�=0 is also zero �24�.
In this case, the left-circularly polarized probe field �p1 and
the coupling field �c1 �connecting states �b−1� and �c−1��
form a single EIT system, as shown in Figs. 2�b3� and 3�c� .
This EIT window is much narrower than the one for the
left-circularly polarized pumping beam �Fig. 3�a��, since
�c1=�c2 /2. The clean single EIT curve again indicates the
concentration of ground-state population in state �a0�, since
any residual populations in other states will give rise to small
peaks at other positions.

Next, we theoretically calculated the probe beam suscep-
tibilities using Eq. �1� and fit them to the experimentally
measured results as given in Fig. 3. As one can see, excellent
matches between the theoretical calculated results �dotted
lines� and experimentally measured data �solid lines� are ob-
tained, and the purities of the prepared spin-polarized states
are quite high �
96% �, not counting the atoms trapped in
the �b0� state. Note that the total density of atoms in the
5S1/2, F=1 states is NF1=1.2�1011 cm−3 in the absence of
the pumping beam, while NF1 becomes 0.6�1011 cm−3 in
the presence of the polarized pumping beam with P2 of about
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Transmission spectra of the probe beam
for different pumping beam polarizations. Solid lines are the experi-
mental results. Dotted lines are the theoretical fitting curves corre-
sponding to �a� Pa−1

=96%, Pa0
=2%, and Pa+1

=2%; �b� Pa−1
=1%,

Pa0
=1%, and Pa+1

=98%; and �c� Pa−1
=1%, Pa0

=98%, and
Pa+1

=1%. NF1=0.6�1011 cm−3. Other parameters are the same as
in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Transmission spectra of the probe beam
for a left-circularly polarized pumping beam of different powers.
Solid lines are the experimental results and dotted lines are the
theoretical fitting curves.
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13.6 mW. The total atomic population includes atomic popu-
lations in the Zeeman sublevels of 5S1/2, F=1 �NF1� and
5S1/2, F=2�NF2� states. Since the state 5S1/2, F=2, m=0
��b0�� does not interact with any other states in the schemes
�as shown in Figs. 1�c� and 2�b1�–2�b3� �, a certain atomic
population will be trapped in this �b0� state as NF2. The ratio
between NF1 and NF2 changes as the polarized pumping
beam is turned on, which modifies the total ground-state
population on the 5S1/2, F=1 state �NF1�.

Using this technique, we cannot only prepare pure spin-
polarized ground states in this multi-Zeeman-sublevel atomic
system, but also create and determine any desired ground-
state population distributions. By decreasing the power of the
pumping beam P2 in different pumping beam polarizations
�as in the cases of Fig. 2�, different ground-state population
distributions can be obtained. Figure 4 shows different
probe signals obtained at different powers of the left-
circularly polarized pumping beam �Fig. 2�b1�� and the
fitted results. When P2=5 mW, a good fitting with the ex-
perimental data gives Pa−1

=92%, Pa0
=4%, and Pa+1

=4%,
NF1=0.6�1011 cm−3 as shown in Fig. 4�a�. As the pumping
power is increased to be larger than 5 mW, atoms will
mostly be pumped into the �a−1� state, as the case shown in
Fig. 3�a�. When P2=1 mW, a ground-state population distri-
bution of Pa−1

=64%, Pa0
=18%, Pa+1

=18%, as shown in Fig.
4�b�, is obtained. As the pumping power is further reduced to
0.5 mW, the ground-state population distribution becomes
Pa−1

=42%, Pa0
=33%, and Pa+1

=25% �Fig. 4�c��. When
P2=50 �W, the ground-state population distribution is
Pa−1

=33%, Pa0
=35%, and Pa+1

=32% �Fig. 4�d��, which is
basically the same as the result when without the pumping

beam �Fig. 1�c��. Similarly, with right-circularly polarized or
linearly polarized pumping beams at different powers, vari-
ous other ground-state population distributions can be ob-
tained. Actually, any desired ground-state population distri-
butions can be realized by choosing appropriate pumping
beam polarization and power, e.g., by entering the desired
population distribution into the model, one can calculate the
needed pumping beam power and polarization. This is a very
powerful technique in preparing designed spin-polarized
states in multi-Zeeman-sublevel atomic systems for using in
quantum-state engineering.

In summary, we have developed an efficient and easy way
to prepare desired spin-polarized ground-state population
distributions in a multi-Zeeman-sublevel atomic system
without using a strong magnetic field or microwave field and
demonstrated a simple, all-optical scheme to determine the
population distributions with high precision. We have shown
that more than 96% state purity can be easily achieved in any
one of the ground states, and any other desired state mixings
can also be prepared and determined, which constitute com-
plete spin-polarized quantum state engineering. Such pre-
pared initial atomic states can be used for demonstrating
quantum phase gates in four- and five-level atomic systems,
improving quantum state storage in atomic assembles, pre-
paring atomic states for entanglement, and many other
quantum-information processing schemes.
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